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Abstract
In the past decade, various aspects of humanmobility, from individual to population levels in both
spatial and time scales, have been studied.However, existing humanmobilitymodels still fail to
describe activities in all spatial ranges, while in particular, local activities like self-loopfluxes are
generally ignored.Moreover, the regional attractiveness, a basic but useful concept inmobilitymodel
design, remains difficult to be quantified due to its intricacies. To resolve these two fundamental
issues, we introduce a trip competitionmechanism to empower amobilitymodel to estimate
populationfluxes in all spatial ranges. Themodel includes attraction scores of regions in concern,
obtained via optimizing theworking population distributions. Its capability of predicting a variety of
mobility patterns is verified by empirical data from three different countries, and its accuracy
outperforms those of existingmodels. The quantified attractiveness is also found to be highly
correlatedwith common socioeconomic indicators, and is able to act as a distinctmetric to
characterize a region.

1. Introduction

The insights into themotivation of humanmovement and the availability ofmassive demographic data have
facilitated the evolution of humanmobilitymodeling. Based on existingmodels, the statistical humanmobility
patterns ranged from individual level [1, 2] to population level, in diverse spatial [2–4] and time scales [5–7],
have gradually been unraveled. Furthermore, the characteristics of different classes of individuals, for example,
the returners and the explorers [8], have also been studied. Thesefindings not only deepen our understanding in
human behaviours but also provide carriers to othermomentous issues, such as epidemic spreading [9–11],
traffic engineering [12, 13], urban planning [14], just to name a few.

Humanmobility is an aggregated outcome of trip selections in a population. As reflected in people’s
intuition and assumed inmostmobilitymodels, distance is one of the critical factors in this decision process. In
the seminal gravitymodel [15], population flux is assumed to be inversely proportional to a function of distance.
In opportunities-basedmodels [16–19], the radius of the circular competition region is specified by the distance
between the origin and the destination, while a distance ranking approach is adopted in the rank-based
model [20].

Due to their formulation, the above-mentionedmodels focus on coming-in/going-out activities of an area,
while local activities, i.e. self-loop fluxes within an area, are excluded.However, self-loopfluxes actually account
for a large proportion of the total population fluxes, and inmany scenarios, these local activities should be
considered. A typical example is that, for workers’ population, thosewho commute in/out for work, and those
live andwork in the same area are of equal importance. Indeed, inmost census data, the percentages of
populationswhowork in their resident regions are huge.

Another key factor in trip selections is the attractiveness of the destination. The simplest andwidely adopted
approach for representing attractiveness of an area is based on its population size. Thismethod has been adopted
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inmanymobilitymodels, including the gravitymodel [15, 21], the intervening-opportunities (IO)models
[16, 17], the radiationmodel [18], the population-weighted opportunitiesmodel [19], etc. In addition to
population size, some other factors have been suggested. For example, in randomutilitymodels [22, 23], a
function combining traveling time, traveling distance, and job opportunities of a destination is assigned as the
total attractiveness. Themodels proposed in [2] and [3] assume that the attractiveness is proportional to both
population size and thememory effect [24, 25], while the number of nearby settlements is taken into account in a
rank-basedmodel [20]. Recently,machine learning has also been applied to explore the influence of various
urban indicators to commuting flows, such as distance, GDP and unemployment rate [26].

Unfortunately, due to the diversity ofmotivations and complex relation in between, a clear definition of
attractiveness is still in vain. Therefore, we consider that using a single factor, such as the population size, or an
arithmetic combination of several factors to represent such an abstract attribute could be inadequate. In
contrast, we here take attractiveness as a collective score, according to personal preference and other factors,
reflected by the outcome of trip selections. It should be emphasized that an inappropriate approximation of
attractiveness would affect the validation of humanmobility laws, resulting in a large error inmobility pattern
prediction.

In this paper, a newmobilitymodel, called attractionmodel, is proposed. Comparingwith existingmodels,
our attractionmodel can predict theflux between any pair of subareas, achieving an excellent agreementwith
the census data.Moreover, the obtained attraction score well characterizes a subarea and also highly correlates
with common socioeconomicmetrics, providing a comprehensive indicator to showhow competitive an area is.
Last but not least, ourmodel is superior in data efficiency. As compared to other parameter-basedmodels, such
as [2, 15, 22, 23], which usually require a large amount of data to tune their parameters, our attractionmodel
only requires population distribution of the subareas, which is quantitatively same as popular parameterless
models, such as the radiationmodel. Also, thanks to the population optimization process, ourmodel is able to
provide a better estimation in all scenarios.

2.Methods

2.1. Attractionmodel of humanmobility
Similar to other studies in humanmobility, we focus on commuting that governsmost of the regularmobility
patterns, for which the occurrence time, the quantity offluxes, the origins and destinations are relatively fixed.

A targeted area is divided intoN subareas according to its natural partitioning (for example, a state in the
United States is divided into counties). Every subarea i has three attributes:

• resident working population popi
r: it refers to the group of personswho live in subarea i and have their jobs in

any subarea;

• working population popi
w: it refers to the group of personswhowork in subarea i but can live in any subarea;

• attraction scoreαi: it reflects the attractiveness of subarea i.

Denoting the population flux from subarea i to j as fi j, , the following assumptions are given:

1. = å = fpopi
r

i
N

i j1 , ,

2. = å = fpopi
w

j
N

j i1 , ,

3.å = å= =pop popi
N

i
r

i
N

i
w

1 1 .

The basic idea of the proposed attractionmodel is depicted infigure 1. The selection process of a trip is
conducted by a competitionmechanism, evaluated by a benefit score. Generally, human subjective scores can be
regarded as weighted averages ofmany independent small effects, and thus, according to theCentral Limit
Theorem, normal distribution is frequently adopted. Therefore, the benefit score is assumed to follow a normal
distribution ( )m s , withmeanμ and varianceσ2, so as to capsulate the diversity and variations in the decision-
making process of individuals. It is remaked that, similar ways ofmodeling have also been used in other human
perception related studies, such as quantification of human response [27], emotionmodeling [28], neural coding
[29], and so on. Also, some further study about using normal distribution is presented in section 4 of the
supplementary information.

Concretely, let the randomvariable Si,j be the benefit score of working at subarea j evaluated by the resident
working population living in subarea i, one has
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( ) ( )m s~ º S , , 1i j i j i j ij, , ,

with

m a b
s

= - ´

=

d ,

1,
i j j i j

i j

, ,

,

whereαi is the attraction score of subarea i, di,j represents the distance between i and j, andβ is a distance penalty
constant. Here,μi,j is assumed to be linearly proportional to the distance di,j and this assumptionwill be further
discussed in section 3.1.

The trip competitionmechanism is operated as follows. For each individualmwho lives in subarea i, the
benefit score si j

m
, ofworking at subarea j is a random extraction from i j, . He/shewould then choose towork at

the subareawith the highest benefit score. Therefore, the transition probability of commuting from subarea i to j
is:

( ) ( ) ( )ò = = ´ <
-¥

¥

¹

p P S z P S z zd , 2i j i j
k j

i k, , ,

where (·)P is the probability density function.
In terms of weak law of large number, the expectation of theflux fi,j can be estimated by:

( ) ( )= ´E f ppop . 3i j i
r

i j, ,

2.2. Parameter identification via population optimization
Most of the parameter-basedmobilitymodels estimate their parameters by fitting themodel with empirical
commuting fluxes data. Thismethod can be regarded as aflux optimizationmethod because its goal is to
minimize the errors between the fluxes obtained from themodels and the empirical data.On the one hand, a
high precisionmay be achieved via the optimization. On the other hand, it takesmuch time and efforts to collect
such a large amount of data (forN subareas, the number of data isN(N−1)), and it is difficult to ensure their
accuracy. Also, it is challenging to tackle with the high-dimensional optimization.

To overcome these drawbacks, we introduce anothermethod that only requires popi
r and popi

w of each
subarea (forN subareas, the number of data is 2N).We refer to it as the population optimizationmethod. By
matching the predicted and actual population distributions (or census data in practical applications), attraction
score of every subarea and aweighted distance term, i.e.αi andβ, can be obtained.

We consider the population estimation error, which can be defined as

( )
( )

( )
å å

å
a b =

-

´

= =

=

J
E f

,
pop

2 pop
, 4

i

N
i
w

j

N
j i

i

N
i
w

pop
1 1 ,

1

where [ ]a a aº ¼, , N1 are the attraction scores andβ is the distance penalty factor as defined in equation (1).

Figure 1.Description of the attractionmodel. The attractionmodel is based on a trip competitionmechanism. A trip from subarea i to
j is evaluated by a benefit score Si,jwhich is a random extraction from a normal distribution  . Themean of  is determined by the
destination’s attraction scoreαj and the distance in between di,j.Whenmaking a decision, an individual evaluates all the possible trips
including the self-loop trip and picks the subarea kwith ( )=k Sargmaxj i j, , as the destination. For example, the black individual
chooses the tripwith si,k=3.0while the red individual chooses the self-loop tripwith si,i=3.5. This process is repeated for every
individual and si,j for each trip is extracted by each individual independently.
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Byminimizing Jpop,a andβ are given as

( ) ( )a b
a bÎ >

Jargmin , . 5
R , 0

pop
N

Theminimization can be easily accomplished by designing a simple greedy algorithm,while the details of the
algorithm can be found in supplementary information, algorithmS1.

Similarly, the flux estimation errors can be defined as:

( )
∣ ( )∣
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å å

å
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-

´

= =

=
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f E f

,
2 pop

. 6
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N
i
w
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1

However, it should be remarked that the flux information is not required in ourmodel, and Jflux is solely for the
sake of comparison and discussion.

2.3.Overview of the dataset
In this study, the commuting data of three countries, including theUnited States (US), Canada, and theUnited
Kingdom (UK), are adopted. The commuting data of theUnited States is the county-to-county working flow
from theUSCensus (2009–2013) [30]. This dataset contains all the states except for the State ofHawaii and
Alaska. Each state is defined as a closed area in our study, while the counties of a state are the subareas. The
Canada data [31] is from Statistics Canada (2016). It includes all the Provinces and each of them is defined as a
targeted area, while the census subdivision regions in the province are regarded as subareas. Data of theGreater
London area is from theUKCensus (2011) [32, 33].We regard thewholeGreater London as an area and extract
each borough as a subarea.

For the distance between two subareas, we adopted a practical way and used the ‘traveling time by car’ as
calculated byGoogleMap.

3. Results

3.1.Model validation
As discussed in section 1, distance is a critical factor in the decision of trip selection. Therefore, a linear relation
between themean of benefit scoresμi,j and the distance di,j is assumed in (1). This relationship is further
investigated by obtainingμi,j directly from the data (i.e. without using equation ofμi,j in (1)) viaminimizing flux
estimation error (6) and di,j fromGoogleMap as described in section 2.3. Firstly, the Pearson correlation
coefficients (ρ(μ, d)) for each subarea j are calculated. Then, the coefficients of determination (R2) andmean
square errors (MSE) aremeasured by applying linear regression toμi,j and di,j for each j. Figure 2 shows the
boxplot of the results based on the data ofNew Jersey (with 21 counties). The large absolute value of ρ(μ, d)
(close to 1), largeR2 and smallMSE indicate a high linear correlation betweenμ and d. As a result, the use of
linearity assumption in (1) is justified.

The attractionmodel isfirstly validated based on the commuting data of the three countries, as described in
section 2.3. The optimal [ ]a a a aº , , , N1 2 andβ (see equation (1)) are found byminimizing (5). After
obtaininga andβ, the predicted population fluxesE( fi,j) can be easily derived by equation (3). The obtained
results are comparedwith the census data, as shown infigure 3 and referred asCase 1.

To further evaluate its effectiveness, the attractionmodel is comparedwith the gravitymodel [15] and the
radiationmodel [18]. Since the comparedmodels fail to estimate self-loopfluxesE( fi,i), for fair comparison, all
models are targeted to obtain the out-going fluxes fi,jwith ¹i j. The results are given infigure 3, referred as
Case 2.

For Case 2, the establishment of attractionmodel is similar to that for Case 1, except that self-loopfluxes fi,i
are excluded frompopi

r and popi
w (denoted as ⧹popi

r i and ⧹popi
w i, respectively). The radiationmodel is

parameter-free forwhich E( fi,j) is directly computed by the population size (popi), the total out-going fluxes of
each sub-area (i.e. ⧹popi

r i) and di,j. On the other hand, the gravitymodel, as a parameter-basedmodel, obtains
E( fi,j) byminimizing its difference with the census data fi,j. Table 1 compares the commuting/population data
required by eachmodel, while table 2 and table 3 list the overall population estimation error Jpop andflux
estimation error Jflux of eachmodel, respectively.

As shown byCase2 infigure 3, there are significant deviations in the predicted fluxes from the gravity
model, especially for both high and lowfluxes. The radiationmodel generally achieves better prediction than the
gravitymodel. Except for theGreater London, the radiationmodel performswell with some slight
underestimation of highfluxes. The predictedmedian values alignwith the census data, butmost of themean
values are overestimated. The deficiency of the radiationmodel for studying theGreater London is similar to the
phenomenon reported in [19], which is due to the small scale prediction.

4
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Figure 2.Boxplot of Pearson correlation coefficients (ρ(μ, d)), coefficients of determination (R2) andmean square errors (MSE) based
on themean of benefit scores and distance. Distance is normalized to [0, 1].

Figure 3.Comparisons between the attractionmodel, the gravitymodel and the radiationmodel. (a)–(d)Commuting fluxes in the
United States, (e)–(h) commuting fluxes inCanada, (i)–(l) commuting fluxes in theGreater London.Grey points are scatter plot for
location pairs.Orange points are scatter plot of self-loop commuters. The black pentagram represents the average number of predicted
commuters in each bin. A box is colored as cyan if the line y=x lines between the 20th and 80th percentiles in that bin and ismagenta
otherwise.
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In contrast, the attractionmodel achievesmore accurate prediction (also see tables 2 and 3). It not only
obtains the predicted working populationswith negligible deviations from the empirical data, but also achieves a
smallflux estimation error. As observed, both the predictedmean andmedian fluxes tightly alignwith the census
data. This thus confirms the effectiveness of the optimizationmechanism and also supports the validity of the
attractionmodel.Moreover, as shown inCase 1, it is able to achieve high precisionwhen estimating both the
out-going and self-loop fluxes, even though onlyworking population distributions popi

r and popi
w are available.

To further compare the prediction accuracy of differentmodels, the Pearson correlation coefficients ρflux
between the predicted and census commuting fluxes for differentmodels are listed in table 4while the
coefficients of determination R2

flux based on linear regression are tabulated in table 5. The larger coefficients in
using attractionmodel for bothCase 1 andCase 2 clearly confirm its superiority.

Another importantmetric formobility is the distance probability pdist(d)which stands for the probability of
a trip between two subareas with distance d. Figure 4 shows these probabilities of eachmodel, whilefigure 5
focuses on cases with d=0, i.e. the self-loop fluxes, as a supplementary. Except for some slight underestimation
of long-distance fluxes, the pdist(d) of the attractionmodelmatches the census data verywell, demonstrating its
high robustness on diverse spatial scales. On the contrary, both the gravitymodel and radiationmodel have
difficulty in predicting short and long-distance trips. In particular for theGreater London area, both compared
models fail to follow the trend of the census data, resulting in large prediction errors.

The performance of a population-levelmodel also depends on the discretization resolution, which specifies
the size of subareas. Usually, when a population-levelmodel is concerned, the resolution is low and thus the size

Table 1.Comparions of data requirements of different
models inCase 2.

Models Data required No. of data

Attractionmodel ⧹popi
r i, ⧹popi

w i 2N

Gravitymodel popi, fi,j N2

Radiationmodel popi, popi
r⧹i 2N

Note.N is the number of subareas. Also, distance

information di,j are required for all threemodels.

Table 2.Comparison of population estimation errors of differentmodels.

J A C
pop

, 1a JG C
pop

, 2 J R C
pop

, 2 J A C
pop

, 2

States inUS 0.0018 0.4235 0.3863 0.0322

Provinces inCanada 0.0050 0.4214 0.4187 0.0306

Greater London inUK 0.0188 0.3611 0.2649 0.0002

a G,R,A denote the gravity, radiation and attractionmodel, respectively.C1

andC2 represent Case 1 andCase 2, respectively. These notations are also

used in table 3.

Table 3.Comparison of flux estimation errors of differentmodels.

J A C
flux

, 1 JG C
flux

, 2 J R C
flux

, 2 J A C
flux

, 2

States inUS 0.1158 0.4203 0.4003 0.2860

Provinces inCanada 0.1048 0.5038 0.4360 0.3152

Greater London inUK 0.2198 0.4340 0.5328 0.3000

Table 4.Comparison of Pearson correlation coefficient (ρflux) between the
census commuting fluxes and those predicted by differentmodels.

rA C
flux

, 1 rG C
flux

, 2 rR C
flux

, 2 rA C
flux

, 2

States inUS 0.8718 0.4774 0.6833 0.9666

Provinces inCanada 0.8890 0.6349 0.8112 0.9583

Greater London inUK 0.9081 0.2866 0.3598 0.8152
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of subareas is large. Obviously, any changes in resolutionwould affect the commuting network and the
commuting fluxes.

Generally, the performance of population-levelmodels, in terms of prediction accuracy, becomesworse
when the discretization resolution increases (see table S2 of supplementary information available online at
stacks.iop.org/NJP/21/123043/mmedia). That’s because the commuting fluxes gradually shift from the

Figure 4.Distance probability pdist(d) of each case (a)–(c) pdist(d) in theUnited States, Canada and theGreater London area inCase 1,
(d)–(f) pdist(d) in theUnited States, Canada and theGreater London area inCase 2.

Figure 5.Probability of self-loop fluxes comparing the census data and the attractionmodel.

Table 5.Comparison of coefficient of determination (R2
flux) between the

census commuting fluxes and those predicted by differentmodels.

R A C2
flux

, 1 R G C2
flux

, 2 R R C2
flux

, 2 R A C2
flux

, 2

States inUS 0.7601 0.2279 0.4670 0.9344

Provinces in Canada 0.7904 0.4031 0.6581 0.9185

Greater London inUK 0.8246 0.0821 0.1294 0.6646
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population’s collective behavior to individuals’when resolution increases. (Note: the size of subareas becomes
smaller.)Moreover, themore subareas there are, the harder the optimization is. For the attractionmodel, due to
the decrease in the proportion of self-loopfluxes (as subarea is smaller), the advantages of the attractionmodel
would become less significant.However, as observed by the results in table S2, even though the prediction
accuracy of the attractionmodel reduces, it is stillmuch better than the other existingmodels for bothCase 1 and
2.More detailed analysis can be referred to section 5 of the supplementary information.

3.2. Implications of attraction score
The attraction scoreαi is a collective estimation of the attractiveness of a subarea. Take the State of NewYork as
an example, figure 6 depicts the choroplethmaps of attraction scores and some socioeconomicmetrics. To be
precise, we focus our discussion on three regions as numbered in thefigure.

Region 1 (figure 6(a)) includes theNewYorkCity and Long Island.NewYorkCity is themost populous city
in theUSwith its global impact in various areas. Long Island owns the largest industrial park in the east coast
which providesmore than 71 000 job positions.Moreover, it plays a prominent role in scientific research and
engineering. As expected, counties inRegion 1 gain high attraction scores while theManhattan is particularly
high as it serves as the economic and administrative center ofNewYorkCity.

Region 2 ismainly covered by theMohawkValleywhich is a suburban and rural area. It is low in per capita
GDP, inmedian household income, and in population size. Not to our surprise, these subareas have poor
attraction scores.

Region 3 is theWesternNewYork. The loss of traditional jobs inmanufacturing has led to a decline in
economic. Thus, even though it is still a populous area, it suffers from a drop of population. Themedian
household income is relatively low around the year 2010. According to these observations, low attraction scores
might be predicted. However, it is the opposite as observed infigure 6(a). The fact is that, its role has been
transferred from traditionalmanufacturing to lightmanufacturing, high technology, and services. Together
with the help of the government’s policies (e.g. the casino business in the late 1990s and the investment of a
billion dollars under ‘Buffalo Billion’ project, etc), the economy in this region has been improving significantly
since early 2010s and there aremany job opportunities. Therefore, the counties in this region gain high
attraction scores during the year 2009 and 2013. (Note: data used for the attraction score quantification is from
this 5 year survey.)

Based on the very similar patterns of the four choroplethmaps infigure 6, a good correlation between the
attraction scores and socioeconomicmetrics is expected. To quantify the observation, their Pearson correlations

Figure 6.Choroplethmap of the state of NewYork. (a)–(d)Choroplethmaps showing attraction score a (fromCase 1), per capita
GDP,median household income, population in the State of NewYork.
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are given infigure 7. The population size of an area does highly correlate with its attraction score but not high
enough to be regarded as a linear correlation. In otherwords, amobilitymodelmay not be precise enough if we
simply take the population size to represent the attractiveness. The per capita gross domestic product (GDP) also
contributes a lot to the attraction score. It even has a higher correlation than that of the population size and
similar observation has also been reported in [26]. On the other hand, themedian household income shows a
relatively low correlationwith the attraction score.

4.Discussion and conclusion

Attractiveness of destinations and distance are two key elements in the formulation of humanmobilitymodels.
Nowadays, distance information can be easily (and accurately) obtained, e.g. by the use of electronicmaps, but it
is still hard to quantify attractiveness, in spite ofmany attempts. In addition, existingmobilitymodels did not
address issues of self-loop flux prediction, which is of great importance. Fromboth theoretical and practical
points of view, amodel reflecting the true physicalmechanismbehind humanmobility should predictfluxes in
any spatial rangewithout exceptions.

The above two challenges are resolved by two keymechanisms in the attractionmodel, namely the trip
competitionmechanism and the population-based attractiveness quantificationmethod.

In the trip competitionmechanism, all possible trips within the studied areawould participate in the
competition. The competitiveness of a trip is a normal distribution, with itsmean determined by a linear
combination of the attractiveness of the destination and the distance of the trip. As a result, self-loopflux can be
compared in a fairmanner. The parameters of the attractionmodel, i.e. the attraction scores and theweighting
factors of distance, are obtained through optimization,minimizing the estimation error of theworking
populations. Therefore, the inputs of the attractionmodel are only the distance and theworking population
distributions of the subareas, in contrast to other parameter-basedmodels, for which costly empirical
commuting data is required. Ourmodel has been verifiedwith census data from three different countries
through a comparisonwith the classical gravitymodel and the radiationmodel.

Validation of the attraction scores is twofold. Firstly, the commuting fluxes are predicted based on our
model after optimization. As shown infigure 3, the predicted fluxes wellmatchwith the empirical fluxes.
Secondly, the relation between the attraction score and common socioeconomicmetrics has been studied. The
obtained attraction scores are found to be positively correlatedwith several socioeconomicmeasurements
including population, per capita GDP and themedian household income [34]. Thesemetrics are chosen as they
intuitively reflect how attractive an area is, while the results conformwith our intuition. Furthermore, the
correlationwith the population size reflects the limitation of using population size as an approximation of

Figure 7.Boxplot of Pearson correlations (US census data). Box 1–3:a (fromCase 1) versus per capitaGDP,median household
income and population, respectively; Box 4: per capita GDP versusmedian household income; Box 5: per capitaGDP vs population;
Box 6:median household income versus population.
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attractiveness in othermodels, which is also confirmed by the fair pattern estimation results of thesemodels
given in section 3.

Similar to other specific attractiveness such as the tourism attractiveness [35–38] and the investment
attractiveness [39, 40], the usage of our attraction score is not limited tomobility prediction. It also serves as a
monitoring indicator which properly reflects the healthiness of a regional labormarket. As demonstrated in the
case ofWesternNewYork, it is able to reveal some potential crisis or opportunities of an area, whichwould be
useful for decisionmaking and socioeconomic analyses. For individuals and enterprises, the quantified
attraction score suggests a simple and unifiedway to assess an area. As reported in [41], creative workers would
rather be attracted by the overall attractiveness of a city rather thanwork-relatedmotivations. For governments,
the correlations between attraction score and different socioeconomicmetrics help to identify areas for
improvements, and are also useful for verifying the effectiveness of the governments’ policies.

5.Data accessibility

Data and code used in this paper can be downloaded fromhttps://hippie-caltsby.github.io/attraction-
download.html.
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